Modular and inclusive

Ballara™ is a collection of single and modular seating units that incorporate lounge, table and power components ideal for various work and collaborative solutions. From the classic club to the more contemporary open armed seating and bench, Ballara units can gang together to incorporate an infinite number of lounge seating scenarios.

Seating shown in Designtex Twill Multi, Medium Grey seats and Maharam Quay, Winter backs with Chrome frames. Swap table shown.
Ballara seating and table frames are available in Black, Chrome, Brushed Chrome and Tungsten finishes. Optional tables and tablets are available in a wide range of laminate finishes. Optional power modules are mounted on the frame and may be moved and positioned under any seat or table.

Additional information can be found on the Global [website](#).
Seating shown in Momentum Ace, Bisque seats and Ultraleather, Ermine backs. Tables shown in Winter Cherry.
Unlimited possibilities

The flexibility and sophistication of Ballara elevates any lounge area to new levels.
Typicals
It’s in the details

Features

Storage table
Right tablet
Power module
Ganging bracket

Please visit globalfurnituregroup.com for additional product information including environmental certifications.

Cover: Seating shown in Momentum Ace, Bisque seats and Ultrasuede, Ermine backs with Chrome frames. Tables shown in Winter Cherry with Chrome frame.
Above: Seating shown in DesignTex Twill Multi, Medium Grey seats and Maharam Quay Winter backs with Chrome frames. Tables shown in White Chocolate with Chrome frame.
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